Answer® fence expands the possibilities for varied, easy-to-change work settings that feel more open and inviting. With the ability to coordinate seamlessly with height-adjustable and fixed-height worksurfaces, space planners can use Answer fence to create in-line, 90° and 120° applications that support individual and focused work, as well as collaboration in pairs or groups.

With its simple smarts, Answer fence helps organizations optimize real estate by enabling space design that is efficient and hardworking, yet open and airy – even in a compressed footprint.

Fence is part of the popular Answer portfolio – a best-selling platform of products designed to meet a wide range of user and application needs, also including Answer beam and Answer panel.
POWER AND DATA CAPABILITIES

Answer fence conveniently routes power and data to height-adjustable or freestanding, fixed-height desks, while supporting a light-scale and collaborative open plan. Answer fence offers standard data capacity covers to provide the lightest feel, and high data capacity covers to support even heavy data users.

SIMPLY SMART OPTIONS

Answer fence gives you the options to create an open, inviting space that supports your work.

A variety of screen options provide additional privacy and aesthetic choice. Fine tune Answer fence’s utility infeed, routing and access options to deliver your own workstation power and data needs.

STATEMENT OF LINE

JUNCTIONS AND CONNECTIONS
End-of-Run, In-line, L, T, X, V and Y Junctions: 27.5"H
Fence Foot

FENCE HORIZONTAL PACKAGES
48"–72"W
Standard Data Capacity Covers or High Data Capacity Covers

SCREENS
Universal Fence Screen: 24"–96"W; 13.5", 19.5"H
Sarto Fence Screen: 24"–96"W; 13.5", 19.5"H
Frameless Glass Screens: 24"–72"W; 13.5", 19.5"H
Fence End-of-Run Boundary Screens, Single-Sided: 27"–39"W; Spanning: 51"–75"W; 42", 48"H
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